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ABSTRACT 

Human Computer Interaction is a branch in which developer 

makes user friendly system. Now days, many persons suffer 

from Carpal Tunnel Syndrome and repetitive strain injuries 

due to continuous use of mouse. To avoid such serious 

problem of injuries and pains, a wearable wireless device is 

proposed in this paper. The proposed device uses 

Accelerometer and Flex sensors to sense the gestures with the 

help of ARM7 lpc2138 microcontroller. The sensors are 

mounted on a wearable hand glove. This device uses Zigbee 

modules at both user side and computer side and provides 

wireless communication. Due to simple gestures such as left 

click, right click, and drag operation rotation operation and 

pointing operation, the proposed device achieves user 

friendliness and effectively enhances user’s interaction with 

computer.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Computers have brought up a revolution in the past twenty 

years. They have taken place everywhere now and then they 

are being used by everyone. Most of our day-to-day jobs are 

being influenced by the use of computers. They are playing 

important role in our daily life and providing facilities which 

are beyond our imagination. Human Computer Interaction is a 

branch in which developer makes user friendly system. 

Human beings have a good grasping and manipulating ability 

with their hands [1]. Hand gesture is a very natural form of 

human interaction and can be used effectively in Human 

Computer Interaction (HCI) [2]. Very simple and common 

interfaces are represented by mouse and keyboard by which a 

user interacts with the personal computer machine. In the last 

few years, new interfaces have been developed such as stylus, 

touch screen, voice recognition but they have some pros and 

some cons. Therefore mouse is still referred for GUI 

(graphical user interface).  

Many of us suffer from RSI (Repetitive Strain Injury) like  

pain in forearm, shoulder and back as we use mouse for hours 

on end. Researchers have known for years that interactions 

like pointing operation, clicking operation and dragging 

operation are not ideal forms of interaction for many tasks. 

The most important injury related with using a mouse is 

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome. This is caused by putting the wrist 

on a hard surface while using mouse. This pinches the nerves 

that are passing into palm, specially the median nerve. This 

causes excruciating pain and tingle, which can usually only be 

healed by surgery (and many times it will not heals 

completely) [3]. 

It is necessary to develop the wireless “user-friendly” and 

more efficient system for Human Computer Interaction. This 

paper describes design and implementation of wearable 

wireless device to effectively interact with computer. The 

proposed system makes the use of flex sensors and 

accelerometer to sense hand gestures, and according to hand 

gestures it will perform typical actions such as left click, right 

click, drag operation, rotation operation and pointing 

operation.  

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The proposed system mainly consists 

2.1. Flex sensors 

2.2. Accelerometer 

2.3. ARM7 LPC2138 Microcontroller 

2.4. MAX232 IC 

2.5. Zigbee modules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Block Diagram of Proposed system. 

2.1 Flex Sensors 
The flex sensors are the sensors whose resistance changes 

with respect to bend of the sensor [4], [5]. The survey of 

different sensorized glove systems, their selection and 

applications are introduced in paper [6].It provides 

information about flexion sensors. Flex sensor converts the 

change in bend into electrical resistance. If there is more bend, 

there is more change in resistance value. Flex sensor is in the 
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shape of a thin strip from 1 to 5 inches long. Resistance value 

varies depending upon length. The Flex sensors are analog 

resistors and they work as variable voltage dividers. Inside the 

flex sensor there is a thin flexible substrate in which carbon 

resistive elements are there. When there is bending on that 

substrate, sensor produces resistance output which is relative 

to bend radius. Due to such fundamental property of flex 

sensors they are incorporated onto a glove to make a user 

friendly wearable real time device. The flex sensors mounted 

on fingers produce change in electrical resistance and give 

electrical signal to ARM microcontroller. 

Electrical Characteristics: 

Size: approx 0.250 “wide and 2.2" long 

Flat Resistance: 25K Ohms 

Resistance Tolerance: ±30% 

Bend Resistance Range: 45K to 125K Ohms (depending on 

bend radius) 

Power Rating: 0.50 Watts continuous. 1 Watt Peak. 

 

Fig 2: Flex sensor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3: basic flex sensor circuit 

Formula: VOUT = Vcc (R2 / (R1 + R2)) 

2.2 Accelerometer 
An accelerometer is device that measures acceleration forces. 

Forces may be static, such as the constant force of gravity, or 

they may be dynamic – due to movement or vibration of the 

accelerometer. The amount of static acceleration provides the 

tilt angle of device with respect to the earth. The amount of 

dynamic acceleration provides the information about the way 

the device is moving. Accelerometer uses different principles. 

Some accelerometers use the principle of piezoelectric effect. 

Such accelerometers contain microscopic crystal structures. 

When structures get stressed by accelerative forces, a voltage 

is generated. Some accelerometers use microstructures. Two 

microstructures have certain capacitance between them. An 

acceleration force moves one of the structure, then the 

capacitance changes [7], [8]. Therefore 3 axis accelerometer 

senses movement in three axis i.e. x-axis, y-axis, z-axis. It is 

used to identify movement of hand across the two axis i.e. x-

axis, y-axis. Movement of hand across the two axis i.e. x-axis 

and y-axis produces change in voltage on respective pins 

which is given to ARM microcontroller. MMA7260Q 3 Axis 

Accelerometer from freescale semiconductor is used. 

 

Fig 3: MMA7260Q 3 Axis Accelerometer. 

2.3 ARM7 LPC2138 Microcontroller 
ARM7 LPC2138 Microcontroller is used for processing of 

signals obtained from flex sensors and accelerometer. 

Microcontroller converts analog signals from sensors by using 

onchip ADC and sends serial data using onchip UART 

according to c program logic. After manipulating it sends send 

the data to Zigbee module by using MAX232 converter. 

2.4 MAX232 IC  
MAX232 IC provides conversion between TTL signal level 

and RS232 port standard signal levels. 

Table 1. Voltage levels for TTL and RS232 Standard 

Standard TTL RS232 

Logic 1 3.3 V (-3v to -15v) 

Logic 0 0 V (+3v to +15v) 

2.5 Zigbee Modules 
Zigbee modules are used for wireless transmission of data 

from wearable hand glove device to personal computers. 

ZigBee is a wireless mesh network standard which is low-cost 

and low-power. Due to low cost, it is widely used in wireless 

control and monitoring applications. Due to low power-usage 

it provides longer life for smaller batteries. ZigBee operates in 

the industrial, scientific and medical band (ISM radio band); 

868 MHz in Europe, 915 MHz in the USA and Australia and 

2.4 GHz in most worldwide [9]. Data transmission rates vary 

from 20 kbps in the 868 MHz frequency band and upto 250 

kbps in the 2.4 GHz frequency band. 

 

Fig 4: ZIGBEE module 

After receiving the data, program written at computer in 

Visual Basic Language analyzes and indicates particular 

operation with respect to hand gestures. 
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The proposed system is advantageous over traditional mouse. 

First it provides wireless interactions and therefore mobility to 

user. It also achieves user-friendliness due to simple hand 

gestures. 

Brief history of Human Computer Interaction from paper [10] 

and different glove based input system designs from paper 

[11] provides useful information to design wearable device. 

3. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
At user side, handheld unit uses glove with sensors mounted 

on it. Two flex sensors from Spectra symbolTM  are used to 

sense left click and right click. Accelerometer MMA7260 

from Freescale semiconductor is used to sense the movement 

in X axis  and Y axis. Signals from two flex sensors and  Xout 

and Yout pins from accelerometer are given to ADC pins of 

lpc2138 processor. After level conversion by MAX232 

IC,two Zigbee transciever modules, one at user side and 

another at computer side,are used for wireless transmission. 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Proposed Wearable Wireless Device 

4. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
C program written in Keil uVision4 software is burned into 

lpc2138 using flash magic software. C program after 

converting signals using inbuilt ADC takes decision according 

to threshold values and sends final string via zigbee modules 

to COM port of computer. Visual Basic program written at 

computer uses standard mouse functions designed by 

Microsoft©. After receiving data at COM port from handheld 

unit, according to string characters, VB program executes 

mouse functions such as left click, right click or moves cursor 

in appropriate direction. 

5. RESULTS 
In this proposed system, based on the processed inputs of 

sensors given by the lpc2138 via zigbee, the VB program at 

the computer shows respective operation for that particular 

gesture. Table 2 shows the changes in characters and numbers 

for respective gestures in received string. 

Variable YM represents movement of cursor in Y axis. 

Depending on gesture, YM takes Y, U and D values. Variable 

XM represents movement of cursor in X axis. Depending on 

gesture, XM takes X, R and L values. Variable LC represents 

left click. Depending on gesture, LC takes 1 and 0 values. 

Variable RC represents right click. Depending on gesture,   

RC takes 1 and 0 values. 

 

Table 2. Changes in string according to gestures 

Gesture YM XM LC RC 

Description 
Movement 

in Y axis 

Movement 

in X axis 

Left 

click 

Right 

click 

Left Click  Y X 1 0 

Right Click Y X 0 1 

Left Move Y L 0 0 

Right Move Y R 0 0 

Up Move U X 0 0 

Down 

Move 
D X 0 0 

Drag 

Operation 
* * 1 1 

Left Rotate Y L 0 0 

Right 

Rotate 
Y R 0 0 

 

* indicates variable can take value U, D, Y and L, R, X 

according to gestures while performing drag operation. 

String received for different gestures is shown in following 

figures from figure 6 to figure 12.Figure 13 shows drag 

operation. Figure 14 and 15 shows rotation of cube in left side 

and right side respectively as follows: 

Figure 6 shows gesture of left click. When the index finger is 

bent, flex sensor mounted on it also bends and change in its 

resistance is given to microcontroller’s ADC and according to 

program logic when converted value is above threshold value, 

the third digit in string becomes 1 from 0, which is sent 

wirelessly by pair of zigbee module and can be seen at hyper 

terminal of computer. 

 

Fig 6: Left click 

 Then left click function is called in visual basic code at 

computer. 

Figure 7 shows gesture of right click. When the middle finger 

is bent, flex sensor mounted on it also bends and change in its 

resistance is given to microcontroller’s ADC and according to 

program logic when converted value is above threshold value, 

the fourth digit in string becomes 1 from 0, which is sent 
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wirelessly by pair of zigbee module and can be seen at hyper 

terminal of computer. 

 

Fig 7: Right click  

Then left click function is called in visual basic code at 

computer.  

Figure 8 shows gesture of left move. When the hand is tilted 

in left direction, accelerometer mounted on upper side of 

glove also tilts and change in voltage at pin Xout is given to 

microcontroller’s ADC and according to program logic when 

converted value is below left threshold value, the second 

character in string becomes L from X, which is sent wirelessly 

by pair of zigbee module and can be seen at hyper terminal of 

computer.  

 

Fig 8: Left Move 

Visual basic code at computer decrements the cursor position 

in X axis by five pixels. 

Figure 9 shows gesture of right move. When the hand is tilted 

in right direction, accelerometer mounted on upper side of 

glove also tilts and change in voltage at pin Xout is given to 

microcontroller’s ADC and according to program logic when 

converted value is above right threshold value, the second 

character in string becomes R from X, which is sent 

wirelessly by pair of zigbee module and can be seen at hyper 

terminal of computer. 

 

Fig 9: Right move  

Visual basic code at computer increments the cursor position 

in X axis by five pixels. When the hand is not tilted, the 

converted value is between two threshold values and character 

remains X. 

Figure 10 shows gesture of up move. When the hand is tilted 

in upward direction, accelerometer mounted on upper side of 

glove also tilts and change in voltage at pin Yout is given to 

microcontroller’s ADC and according to program logic when 

converted value is above up threshold value, the first character 

in string becomes U from Y, which is sent wirelessly by pair 

of zigbee module and can be seen at hyper terminal of 

computer. 

 

Fig 10: Up move 

Visual basic code at computer increments the cursor position 

in Y axis by five pixels. 

Figure 11 shows gesture of down move. When the hand is 

tilted in downward direction, accelerometer mounted on upper 

side of glove also tilts and change in voltage at pin Yout is 

given to microcontroller’s ADC and according to program 

logic when converted value is below lower threshold value, 

the first character in string becomes D from Y, which is sent 

wirelessly by pair of zigbee module and can be seen at hyper 

terminal of computer. 
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Fig 11: Down move 

 Visual basic code at computer decrements the cursor position 

in Y axis by five pixels. When the hand is not tilted, the 

converted value is between two threshold values and character 

remains Y. 

Figure 12 shows gesture of drag operation. When both index 

finger and middle finger are bent, both flex sensor bends, and 

third and fourth digit becomes1 from 0. This is sent wirelessly 

by pair of zigbee modules at computer.  

 

Fig 12: Drag operation 

Then drag function is called in visual basic code.  And if hand 

is tilted in any direction then there is a respective change in 

characters and object is dragged in respective direction.   

Figure 13 shows gesture of drag operation of folder in upward 

direction. File is dragged in upward direction and dropped 

into folder. 

 

 
Fig 13: Drag operation of folder. 

Figure 14 shows left rotation operation of the cube. It uses 

similar gesture of left move operation. When hand is tilted in 

left direction, the cube starts to rotate in left direction with 

respect to vertical axis of cube. 

 
Fig 14: Left rotate operation of cube 

Figure 15 shows right rotation operation of the cube. It uses 

similar gesture of right move operation. 

 

Fig 15: Right rotate operation of cube. 

When hand is tilted in right direction, the cube starts to rotate 

in right direction with respect to vertical axis of cube.  
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6. CONCLUSION 
Human Computer Interaction Device is key area in modern 

electronics. The proposed wearable device can be treated as 

the new age input device.  

There are many primary input devices, but these devices are 

still application specific. The proposed system is easy to use 

for computer applications that are mouse specific.  

Due to simple hand gestures, anyone can use the system 

conveniently. Therefore system achieves user friendliness. As 

this device provides wireless interface, it provides mobility to 

user.  

The proposed device is wearable hand glove unit due to which 

user does not requires keeping or putting a hand over a mouse 

and wrist on a mouse pad. Therefore this wearable hand glove 

system avoids aches, pains and injuries. 
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